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VOICES OF THE
GENERATIONS
Julie Kohm,er discusses
Holocaustrem,em,brance
"We feel Kohner is a very
relevant speaker considering
News Editor
the current campus climate
In
The
Strom regarding the treatment and
Thurmond Institute this representation of minorities,"
Monday, Nov. 2, the "Voices said Dr. Peter Cohen, a
of the Generations" will senior lecturer of religion at
be hosted by the College · Clemson as well as one of
of
Architectures,
Arts the organizers for the event.
and
Humanities.
The Dr. Cohen also mentioned
presentation will be led by that the events that is
Julie Kohner, who has been considered the beginning of
giving the lecture for 24 the Holocaust - the raiding
years. The event will take of Jewish buildings, stores
place from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and synagogues - has its
in the Self Auditorium and is anniversary this week on
free of charge to all students. Nov. 9-10. The event is
According to Kohner's known as Kristallnacht, or
non-profit
organization's the "Night of Broken Glass,"
website vogcharity.org, this due to the glass strewn on the
lecture is part of the charity's street after the events.
goal to "(preserve) the
'Tm glad that Clemson
memory and personal stories has a Holocaust speaker
of Holocaust survivors." The coming to talk to students
"Voices of the Generations" about the past," said Colin
lecture coming to Clemson Carnell, a sophomore history
will involve a program major. "If we forget the past
based around her mother we are doomed to repeat it."
Hanna Kohner's episode
Dr. Cohen mentioned
on the "This is Your Life" that he hopes students will
television program from take away from Kohner's
1953 - the first time any presentation the importance
Holocaust survivor "shared of diversity and acceptance
her experiences on national of all kinds of people, as
television," according to well as the memories of the
the event's descri2tion on millions ofr citizens killed
the Clemson calendar. A in the holocaust, including
Q&A session will follow the gypsies,
homosexuals,
main discussiort.
criminals
and
political

Matthew Stapleton

Bill Gates is well known for his prowess as a charitable figure and for his tech giant Microsoft.

Students upset over quick Bill Gates discussion sell-out
Kelly Colwell
Asst. News Editor

+

Bill Gates will be
giving a lecture and Q&A
titled
"A
Conversation
with Bill
Gates: The
Future Generation's Role
in Addressing the World's
Greatest Challenges" from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. on
Monday, Nov. 2, at the
Tillman Hall auditorium.
Doors will open at 2:30
p.m. and close at 4 p.m.
On Tuesday, Oct. 27,
at 9 a.m., Clemson students
received an email alerting
them that Microsoft co
founder and philanthropist
Bill Gates will give a talk
on campus on Nov. 2 and
specified how to get tickets.
Fewer than two hours later,
students received another
email notifying them that
all the tickets had been
sold out.
According to Robin
Clemson
Denny,
a
tickets
spokeswoman,
were claimed for Tillman

Hall's 850 seats within
10 minutes.
Junior
elementary
education major Grace
Farley said, "I saw the first
email about Bill Gates
tickets, but before I went
ahead and bought tickets,
it sold out already!" Tickets
for students were free and
given out on a first come,
first serve basis, but~ for
those unable to acquire
tickets, the talk will be live
streamed via ClemsonTV.
Some students were
frustrated that the event
was not well publicized.
Freshman
engineering
student Jack Martini did
not know Bill Gates was
coming to campus until he
received the sold out email.
"It's a little ridiculous that
no one knew about the
event until it was too late
to get tickets," said Martini.
"Everyone I've spoken to
feels the same way."
Alex Bruno, junior
mechanical
engineering
major, said "I was sitting

in lab when I got the email,
and decided to grab a ticket
right then and there. I
had no idea Bill Gates was
coming before then."
Gates and his wife,
Melinda,
launched
the
Gates Foundation to expand
educational opportunities
and access to information
technology in the U.S. and
enh·ance health care and
reduce extreme poverty in
the world. Bill and Melinda
have been known to look
to college students as those
who will help the future.
The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation initially funded
OpenStax
College,
an
initiative to make as many
textbooks as possible free.
"I think Clemson is
a great location to speak
at right now because we're
a fairly large, well-known
public
university,"
said
Bruno, "and we've been very
active in the media recently,
not least of which is our
football team's doing."
Martini believes Gates

chose to talk at Clemson
because "we are a STEM
school and because we are
a highly ranked university."
Farley thinks he chose
Clemson because of "our
top 20 status," which is sure
to make former President
James Barker happy. Farley
has a class during most of
the talk but is "hoping to
run to catch the last of the
live-streaming in Hendrix.
I am curious to know what
he will focus on specifically
during the talk."
The
email
about
tickets came three days after
World Polio Day on Oct.
24. The Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation has been
working with the End
Polio Now organization
since
2012
and
Bill
acknowledged World Polio
Day this year by writing a
thank you note to everyone
who has helped eradicate
the disease. The Gates
Foundation will triple any
donation given to End
Polio Now.

See VOICES on page A2

Kohmer has been presenting ''Voices ofthe Generations'' for over 24 years.

ORGANIZATION of the WEEK
CLEMSON LONGSWORD SOCIETY
Interview by Daniel Kennecry // Copy Editor
Once a week, a group of Clemson students take to the Hendrix Center and wield their longswords, shields and
daggers. Practicing a style of combat known as Historical European Martial Arts, Clemson Longsword is a mix
of martial arts and historical study. Clemson Longsword was founded by Dr. Andrew Lemons of the English
Department and undergraduate Sarah Fishburne, who we were able to answer a few questions to about the orga
nization and what its goals are. They can be contacted for further information at alemons@clemson.edu
and sfishbu@clemscin.edu.

DK: Can you give me a brief overview of Clemson Longsword?

meet in Meeting Room A.

A: Clemson Longsword is a dub in which we study historical manu
scripts detailing the art oflongsword fighting and implement them
during our weekly practices. The general style of martial arts that
we practice is called HEMA, or Historical European Martial Arts.
It includes many fighting styles that are no longer practiced, such
as sword and buckler, grappling, dagger, and longsword fighting.
Clemson Longsword has a set of daggers and sword and bucklers,
but we mainly focus on the use of the longsword.

DK:What's something people might find surprising about your
organization?

A: People often mistake us for role players. Clemson Longsword is
not a club designed for fantasy role play. We think of ourselves as
a combination of an academic club and a sports club. We both
study historical documents and practice them together. Our
practices are structured like normal martial arts class, with warm
ups, group exercises, and partner practice.

DK: What are some of the core goals and values of your organiza.
tion?

A: Our core goals are to work to revive the lost martial art oflong
sword fighting through the use of historical manuscripts. We mainly
use the writings ofJohannes Liechtenauer's students as the source of
our practice material, but there are many other resources available to
us for reference.

A: Clemson Longsword meets Wednesdays from 4:00-5:30 in the
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Hendrix Center. We are usually in Ballroom A, but we occasionally
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DK: How did you get involved in Clemson Longsword?

A: I got involved in Clemson Longsword because I just happened

DK: \Vhen and where does Clemson Longsword meet?
An example ofa longsword, often used in medieval and Renaiss;,nce times.

DK: Are there any upcoming events on or around campus that
Clemson Longsword is participating in or hosting?
A: Clemson Longsword does not have any events planned other
than regular meetings on Wednesdays.

0

to see a flier that Dr. Lemons had posted in Daniel Hall asking
about student interest in forming a longsword club. As someone
who had a background in martial arts and a fascination with
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VOICES from page Al
dissidents.
Addi tionally,
the presentation will be
videotaped and available at a
later date for viewing.
"It's
important
to
remember that
the
Holocaust is more than just
a number, because each of
those numbers was a person
with a story and a family,"
said Gabriella Hummel ,

junior microbiology major.
"To keep their memories
alive, we must know who
they were.
For more information
about the event, Dr. Peter
Cohen can be contacted at
pcohen@clemson.edu. Julie
Kohner's charity, Voices of
the Generations, can be
reached at vogcharity.org.

Savannah N. Miller
Senior StaffWriter
Have you ever noticed in
scary movies the villain is often
pomayed with vertically slit
pupils? Tus distinct feature
often gives the antagonist a
"creepy'' vibe, even if the viewer
does not consciously notice it,
and research may provide the
reasoning behind this unsettling
trend. A new study published in
"Science Advances" by Martin
S. Banks and his colleagues

has shown that animals' pupils
may indicate whether they are
predator or prey in the food
chain. The study surveyed 214
terrestrial animals, and findings
displays that vertical slits are often
features of carnivorous animals,
like cats, while horiwntal pupils
are usually characteristic of
herbivorous prey, like goats.
These variations in pupil
shape are adaptations that
correspond with the animals'
daily needs, much like any
other evolutionary trait. Pupil
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shape determines how much
the pupil can change in size,
thus giving the animal a greater
ability to adapt to changes in
lighting. Elongated pupils can
increase in area up to 300-fold,
allowing ample light into the
eye for better vision in dim to
dark settings.
According to the study,
a horiwntally orientated pupil
"improves image quality for
horiwntal contours [defined
shapes] in front of and behind
the animal and ... also facilitates
a
horiwntally
panoramic
view for detecting predators
approaching along the ground."
These combined characteristics
aid the animal in spotting
potential threats. According to
similar studies, vertical pupils,
such as those on animals that
ambush their prey, are better
suited to maintaining a specific
focus and depth of field. This
is an evolutionarily significant
adaptation, as these animals
must measure the distance to
their prey accurately before
an ambush.
The biological mechanisms
for the gradual development of
differing pupil orientations is
currently unknown. However,
it is apparent that horiwntal
and
vertical-slit
pupils
have coevolved.
Coevolution is defined
as the phenomenon where a
biological adaptation in one
species spurs an adaptation to
evolve in another. For example,

bobcats have adapted to have
vertically slit pupils that give
them a greater ability to spot
potential prey, like sheep. In
a non-predacious population,
the individuals with the best
vision are able to spot and
evade predators quicker than
most. These individuals have
a greater chance of surviving
predatory attacks and can
pass on "good" traits, in this
case exceptional vision, to
subsequent generations.
Tus
pattern
likely
occurred over time as a response
to predation and resulted
in horiwntally slit pupils, a
counter-adaptation to vertically
slit pupils, in sheep and other
herbivorous species.
In contrast to elongared
pupils, circular pupils can only
change in area about 15-fold
and are controlled by fewer
eye muscles. Tus means that
animals that sport circular pupils,
like humans, have less pupil
control and thus inferior vision
due to a lack of light reception
in the eye. This is not to say
those with circular pupils have
inadequate visuals compared to
other animals; they simply
do not have a need for
such specific visual control
in
their
niche.
Thus,
science has concluded what
screenwriters have known all
along: stay away from animals
with vertical slit pupils, or their
eyes might be the last things
you see.

The Clemson Institute for the Study of Capitalism
presents the Fall 2015 John W. Pope Lecture
Pulitzer Prize Laureate George F. Will
"America's Great Debate: James Madison vs. Woodrow Wilson"

THURSDAY, NOV. 5, AT 4:30 P.M.
TILLMAN HALL AUDITORIUM
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
RSVP at george-wi/1.eventbrite.com

++
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REPUBLICAN DEBATE: ROUND THREE

HEATHER A. MONTGOMERY

Who lands a proverbial punch and who gets KO'd
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NEWS

CNBC hosted a Republican Presidential Candidate
debate Wednesday evening. While this round included
more policy and less Trump jabs, there were notable
moments worth a second look. With the primary
elections coming up, America is interested to hear what
these men and women bring to the table. Promising
change and hope for the future, each candidate is
fighting for a chance to win your heart - or at least
your vote. Here's the takeaway.

thetigernews I@gmail.com
MATTHEW STAPLETON

News Editor
KELLY COLWELL

Assistant News Editor
HANNAH RANSON

News Layout Editor
EMILY DREYER

Gov. Mike Huckabee (AR)

News Layout Editor

"You want to fix Medicare? Focus on the diseases that are
costing us the trillions ofdollars. Alzheimer's, diabetes, heart
disease and cancer. Eradicate those and you fix Medicare

opinions.therigernews@gmail.com
RowANLYNAM

OUTLOOK
Interim Outlook Editor

... " - Mike Huckabee

SAVANNAH N. MILLER

Senior Staff Writer

Yes, of course, hopefully our doctors are about to
discover the cure to these diseases in the next day or so.
In truth, though, Huckabee had the potential to sway "We can do a wall. Were going to have a big, fat beautiful
many voters to his side had he been willing to engage door right in the middle of the wall. We're going to have
in questions asked by fellow candidates. However, people come in, but theyre coming in legally. And Mexico's
his refusal may have caused him to come across as going to pay for the wall because Mexico - I lave the
too defensive and obstinate, in turn resulting in an Mexican people; I respect the Mexican leaders - but the
leaders are much sharper, smarter and more cunning than
ineffective impression.
our leaders. "-Donald Trump

Donald Trump

Shoutout to Donald Trump for always having the
most creative language. Trump deserves applause for his
determination to truly say what he wants. He makes no
apologies for his brash comments about women or his
unconventional methods. While it might be shocking,
it seems that American Republicans are refreshed by his
straightforward approach, as he continues to stay high in
the polls - second only to Ben Carson.

Sen. Ted Cruz (TX)
"I think the Fed should get out ofthe business oftrying to
juice our economy and simply be focused on sound money
and monetary stability, ideally tied to gold. "-Ted Cruz
Is this pot of gold located right at the end of the
nearest rainbow? The gold standard has long been left
in the past. Where it should stay. In other Cruz news,
he took shots at CNBC's 'unprofessional' questions that
"lacked substance." It seems that this might win him a
few votes in the pr!maries since he managed to balance
his derisivness with appeals to viewers who might have
doubted that he had their best interest at heart.

Carly Fiorina
''Ninety two percent ofthe jobs last during Barack Obama's
first term belanged to women."- Carly Fiorina

In conclusion ...

Unfortunately for Fiorina, this is false. But fear
not, she already apologized for this fallacy, so snaps for
her. Overall, the night was a success for Fiorina as she
fiercely announced her positions and politely but firmly
defended herself against Trump's rude comments about
her looks.

Plenty of critics have discussed the questions posed
by CNBC in the wake of the event as well. Were these
candidates set up for success? Or did many of these
questions hang them out to dry? But hey, we all say
things we regret at times and it may not be fair to judge
these candidates on a single debate, so stay tuned.
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CHANGE OF HEART OR CHANGE OF FOCUS GROU ?
Justin Lee Campbell

Columnist
"Speaking of life, have
you changed your mind on
the death penalty?" asked
NBC's Chuck Todd in a
"Meet the Press" interview
with Republican Presidential
Nominee Jeb Bush. After a
short discussion on abortion
and litmus tests, Todd pivoted
to the controversial topic of
capital
punishment.
"I'm
conflicted," the former Florida
governor admitted. "Here's the
one thing, and it's hard for me,
as a human being, to sign the
death warrant," he later added.
The death penalty has

-

been a hallmark of Bush's
political career. Describing
Bush as "a strong supporter of
the practice," the Washington
Post reports that "Florida
executed 21 prisoners when Jeb
Bush served as state governor."
Given that Bush holds Florida's
all-time record for the most
executions, signing those death
warrants was apparently less
difficult than he has made it
out to be. So what changed for
Bush between his governorship
and now?
First, public opinion
has shifted. When Bush ran
for governor in 1994, 80
percent of Americans favored
the death penalty according

to Gallup. Compare that to
2015, when only 61 percent
favor it. Although a majority
of Americans still support
capital punishment, recent
events have highlighted the
nation's
changing
social
climate. According to the April
2015, USA Today article, "Six
states... have abolished capital
punishment since 2004," while
"several others have imposed
moratoriums
on
lethal
injections because ofproblems."
Additionally, the American
Pharmacists Association and
the International Academy of
Compounding
Pharmacists
have come out against lethal
injection. Bush still supports

the death penalty, but his new
internal struggle is quite timely.
Second, Bush's campaign
has stalled. As the former
frontrunner for the Republican
presidential nomination, Bush's
slowing momentum could
mean losing his chance at the
ticket completely. Coming into
last Wednesday's debate, Bush
was sinking in the polls, but his
poor performance exacerbated
his
tenuous
position.
According to an online CNN
article, Bush dropped from 13
percent to 8 percent, putting
him into necessary damage
control mode.
Bush seems less conflicted
over the moral implications of

capital punishment and more
concerned with changing focus
groups. Even though he says
that his faith factors into his
position on the death penalty,
his concerns are more secular
than religious. "It clogs up the
courts, it costs a lot of money,"
Bush tells Todd. Bush wants
to reform the death penalty
because ofprocedural concerns,
not ethical or religious ones.
When politicians are on
the ropes and their campaigns
are about to implode, they
backpedal, flip-flop, and waffie.
Bush has not been reading the
Bible or studying ethics. He's
been reading the polls and
studying the numbers.
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Living large in a tiny way

Emma Coleman

Contributor
Tiny houses" - you may have
heard this phrase before, but what
does it really mean? For all of you
HGTV watchers out there, I'm
sure you have come across quite a
few shows on this topic, like "Tiny
House Hunters," "Tiny House, Big
Living" and "Tiny House Builders."
For those of you who are less familiar
with the idea, I'll explain.
Tiny houses are less than
600 square feet - usually much
smaller - and provide everything
necessary for living but on a smaller
scale than the average house. The
square footage of these houses may
seem radically small, but keep in
mind that the square footage of the
average U.S. home has doubled over
the past 50 years from about 1000

to 2000 square feet. Only recently
have we as Americans decided to live
large, but why?
These days, our lives are
consumed by consumerism. Right
now, most of us can't wait to get out
of college, get our first jobs, start
making money, get rich, become
millionaires and all that other fun
stuff. The disappointing truth is
that most of us will not become
millionaires, and after we buy our
first houses, we will have to continue
to work for decades to pay off our
mortgages and other bills.
There are many reasons people
have decided to start living in tiny
houses, one of which is financial
freedom. Without a looming
mortgage payment and with smaller
electricity bills, "tiny housers" are
free to spend money on other things
like travel. They aren't required to

work their lives away just to pay to
live in their own homes.
Another reason people choose
to live in tiny houses is for a simpler
lifestyle. Moving is a situation most
people can relate to, and, let's face it,
it's a huge pain. Once you pack your
entire life into boxes, you start to
wonder why you have so much stuff
in the first place. Since the square
footage of tiny houses is so low, those
who live in them have no choice
but to decide what among their
belongings is actually important. If
you've ever watched "Tiny House
Nation," you've probably seen this
ordeal in progress. It's difficult to
downsize, but this process is worth
it for "tiny housers" because they
realize that the number of memories
created in life contributes greater
to happiness than the number
of things owned.
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All of these things - smaller
square footage, using less electricity,
financial freedom and increased
simplicity - contribute to a much
more sustainable lifestyle. They can
also be quite extravagant depending
on the owner's priorities and funds.
Some are equipped with solar
panels and other fairly expensive
additions, but even without these
technologies,
tiny houses are
intrinsically economical.
Unfortunately,
despite
the
sustainability of the tiny house
movement, there are many zoning
and building code challenges to
overcome when in building such
houses in the US. Despite these
challenges, "tiny housers" are
passionate about the lifestyle they
choose to live. Many are working
hard to increase acceptability
of the movement.
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Clemson players celebrate a hard-won victory over NC State this Halloween in Raleigh, North Carolina, with a final score of 56/41.

■

■

Senior Staff Writer,Jack O'Reilly, shares his experience in
Raleigh over Halloween weekend.
Jack O'Reilly
Senior StaffWriter
First, let me say that
there are dozens of potential
storylines from Saturday's
game. Our defense suddenly
forgot they were good and
played like it was 2011,
Deshaun Watson's hype train
is gaining traction outside
of just Tigertown and the
Clemson special teams unit
seems like it's aggressively
trying to keep us out of
the Playoff.
But lots of writers are
talking about all that. The.
analysis is pretty easy; chalk
it up to being one of those
"pesky conference games,"
and refocus for next Saturday.

Willie Webb

Contributor
Five Clemson football
players were selected in the
2015 NFL Draft last year.
This week, we are going take
a look at each player to see
how they are faring in their
National Football League
rookie campaigns thus far.
Four out of these five guys
have seen a fair amount of
playing time. Included in this
five is a surprise candidate
for the 2015 NFL Defensive
Rookie of the Year Award.

VIC BEASLEY (DE) ATLANTA FALCONS
Vic Beasley was the
earliest Tiger drafted, and
was selected eighth overall
by the Atlanta Falcons. The
Falcons brought Beasley in
not only to help with their
atrocious pass rush, but with
their defense in general. His
athleticism allows him ro do
so much more than just rush
the quarterback. So far this
season, Beasley has helped
the Falcons improve in terms
of overall defense, but not
so much in pass rush. The
Falcons have improved in
most statistical categories on
defense except for sacks of
which they only have eight as
a team. Beasley has accounted
for two of these. One of
Beasley's sacks was against
the New York Giants, when

What I want to talk about
is how absolutely strange it
was to be a Clemson fan in
Carter-Finley on Saturday.
I've been to Clemson away
games before and dozens of
pro-football games but I've
never felt as weird as I did
in Carter-Finley. I think
it · speaks to · why the ACC
struggles nationally and why
Clemson as a football team
and a football experience is
so tremendous.
Carter-Finley is over
a half-mile from campus,
situated in the middle
of nowhere just off the
interstate. Everything about
it seems manufactured, from
the surrounding trees to the
Russell Wilson memorial

plaques (Wilson left NC
State his senior year after
the head coach told him to
quit baseball) . The stadium
is half underground, and as
you approach it you notice
how few of the prized parking
spaces next to the stadium
actually have cars in them.
There's no atmosphere at
all; it's the antithesis of the
Clemson on game day.
Things got worse during
the game. Fans surrounding
us didn't know if we were
rivals or best friends. One
guy asked me what grade I
was in at Clemson. When
I said sophomore, he said,
"Ha, bet it took you your
whole freshman year ·to learn
your chant." It was awkward,

Beasley played his best game.
He had five total tackles, one
sack and a forced fumble, and
the Falcons picked up the
win. So far this season, Vic
Beasley has started all seven of
the Falcons games, recording
17 total tackles, two sacks,
one forced fumble and one
pass deflection.

and four deflected passes.
Anthony is a legitimate
candidate for NFL Defensive
Rookie of the Year.

STEPHONEANTHONY
(MLB)- NEW
ORLEANS SAINTS
Stephone Anthony was
selected 31st overall by the
New Orleans Saints. Anthony
and Beasley were the only
two of these five Tigers to be
selected in the first round.
Much like Beasley, Anthony
was drafted to help better a
defense that was one of the
league's worst in 2014. The
Saints' defense has not really
improved much, if at all,
made evident by their losing
record. However, Anthony
has been able to accumulate
some
pretty
respectable
rookie numbers and has
really been one of the few
bright spots on the Saints'
defense this season. Anthony
is coming off of his best
game in which he had seven
total tackles and caught · his
first career interception. This
season, Anthony started all
seven of the Saints' games and
has recorded 45 total tackles
(which leads all rookies),
one sack, one interception

he said indecisively, like he'd
read it online and thought
he'd sound really cool.
It's
extra-strange
considering
there
are
absolutely no cheers or chants
or any sort of pulse in the
stadium during the game.
During the "Star Spangled
Banner," maybe a third of
the fans all yell "RED" when
the singer gets to "and the
rocket's red glare," while the
other two-thirds remembered
that the national anthem is
supposed ro get some level
of respect from those that
hear it.
Late in the third quarter,
fans started screaming about
how much they hate their
coaching staff, their defensive

line, their offensive line and
just about everybody except
Philip Rivers. By the end of
that quarter, down only 20
points with 15 minutes to
go, a huge number of those
fans abandoned the stadium.
It was a mass exodus. By
the
12-minute-remaining
mark, the NC State-toClemson fan ratio went from
predominately Wolfpack to
almost equal to Tiger fans .
The fans quit their team.
I ran into a buddy at the
game that said as Wolfpack
"fans" streamed out of the
stadium, "You guys won, but
what you got next? Wait till
basketball season!" That's the
problem for football in the
entire state of North Carolina,

especially at NC State. "We"
got a chance at the College
Football Playoff this year,
and we will next year and the
foreseeable future.
Furthermore, NC State
may be ranked No. 8 in the
preseason for basketball, but
Duke and UNC, No. 1 and
No. 2 respectively.
The only thing that prevented '
this from being a complete
waste of a Saturday was the
part were Clemson and NC
State played a very exciting
football game, even if they
were surrounded by some
sleepy fans in red and some
committed Tigers in orange.
Be better, NC State, or at
least do what Miami fans do
and just stay home.

GRADY JARRETT
(DT)-ATLANTA
FALCONS
After
Beasley
and
Anthony were selected, there
was a significant drop off for
the next Clemson football
player selected. A little over
130 selections later, Grady
Jarrett was selected in the fifth
round, 137th overall. Jarrett
joined
college
teammate
Beasley on the Atlanta
Falcons. While Jarrett has not
started a game this season, he
has seen some action on the
field. Jarrett is a role member
of the Falcons' defensive line
rotation. So far this season,
Jarrett has totaled five tackles.

BRADLEY PINION (P)
- SAN FRANCISCO
49ERS
Bradley
Pinion
was
another fifth round selection.
Pinion was taken by · the
San Francisco 49ers, 165th
overall. He was the only
punter drafted in the 2015
NFL Draft. He has had a
pretty good rookie campaign,
establishing himself as one
of the better punters in the
league. Pinion ranks 11th in
the NFL in terms of net punt
yards, a measurement of the

Former Clemson player, Vic Beasley, was signed by the Atlanta Falcons last year.
net yards a punter pushes
the opposing team back
after a punt (punt distance
subtracted by the return
distance) . Pinion has 1,397
total net yards and averages
39.9 net yards per punt.

TONY STEWARD (LB)
- BUFFALO BILLS
Tony
Steward
was
selected about 20 slots after

Pinion in the sixth round,
188th
overall.
Steward
suffered a knee injury late in
the preseason that cost him
some time. He has played
a little in the Bills' last two
games but not enough to
accumulate any stats for
them. The injury was costly,
as the Bills had already
suffered an injury at that
position which would have
allowed Steward more playing

time.When Steward got hurt,
he subsequently forfeited his
own playing time. The Bills'
defense is really good, so
playing opportunities don't
come by often. Fortunately
for Steward, Rex Ryan
is one the best defensive
coaches in the NFL. This
will benefit steward in the
long term, as Ryan has been
known to develop defensive
players well.
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In defense of:
JoeMcGrail

Columnist

Former University of Miami Coach, Al Golden.

The weekend of 0cc. 24
brought about the worst loss in
the University of Miami's football
history, suffering a 58-0 loss at
the hands of the Clemson Tigers.
The game proved to be the final
nail in the coffin for Head Coach
Al Golden's career. Many of
the Miami Faithful, including
some of the more outspoken
ex-players (Warren Sapp and
Ray Lewis specifically) have
been calling for Golden's job for
some time and now applaud the
university's decision to move on
from Golden. In light of this, it's
important to look back to when
Golden first accepted the job.
Golden was hited in 2010,
taking over for previous head
coach, Randy Shannon, who
was fired the previous year after
a couple unimpressive seasons.
However, within weeks of
Golden's hire, the NCAA began
to investigate the school in regards
to a potential scandal involving
then-booster Nevin Shapiro.
It was discovered rhat he had
used over two million dollars in
investor funds to donate to the
school's athletics program, some

ofwhich came in the form ofextra
benefits to coaches and players.
This was eventually be deemed to
be in violation of NCAA bylaws.
The
NCAA
handed
down sanctions in the form of
fines, player suspensions for the
following season and a three
year probation on the entire
athletic program of the university.
While never deemed ineligible
for conference championship
and bowl play, the university
withdrew itself from contention
as the investigation continued
through the 2011 and 2012
seasons. In face, Golden's
Hurricanes could have played
in the ACC Championship.
However · the school ultimately
decided to remove themselves
frmo bowl eligability, in light of
Ohio State's decision to continue
to play in the wake of their own
2010 scandal and play in the
2011 Gator Bowl, only to be
banned from post-season play for
two years afterwards.
The interesting thing to note
here is how each ofthese programs
has fared over the subsequent
seasons. Ohio State under Meyer
went undefeated in the last year
of their bowl ineligibility, won 12
games and made it to the Orange

EN

AL

Bowl (notably losing to Clemson)
and eventually won the National
Championship in 2014. Miami,
on the other hand, has only
managed two six-win seasons,
a seven-win season and a lone
nine-win season. The latter two
resulted in two bowl losses as well.
Both head coaches came
into their new teams when the
programs were under heavy strife.
One has fared extremely well,
and one is now unemployed. We
could chalk this up to Golden
not being an effective coach,
but there were also a lot of other
factors at play. Meyer came out
of retirement to take up the role
as the Buckeyes' coach, knowing
full well the trouble the program
was in. It would seem that Meyer
understood and accepted the
challenge in front ofhim.
The same cannot be said
for Golden, who was hired at
Miami before the full extent of
the investigation into the scandal
had been realized. Golden himself
did not have the resume that
Meyer possessed. Golden was
hired after a string of successful
seasons at Temple University, not
exactly the football powerhouse
that Florida is, and there were no
bowl victories on Golden's resume

at the time. Thus, Golden had
to prove himself as a coach of a
program that is supposed to be
among the elite. Meyer did not
face the same adversity.
Ultimately, Golden's career
in Miami ended last week, and
Meyer's will no doubt continue
for many years to come in
Columbus, Ohio. Yet, perhaps
Golden is not so deserving of
all the hate from former players
or the banners flown this season
over SunLlfe Stadium week in
and week out calling for his head.
Perhaps he was not ready or up
for the challenge he ultimately
found himself facing. Meyer is a
good football coach, but he is not
a miracle worker.
Obviously there is more
wrong with the Miami football
program beyond Golden, who
will go down in the school's
history as a scapegoat for the
issues the team has faced since
the sanctions from the NCAA. It
is possible in the coming seasons
that the Hurricanes will be on
the up-and-coming and will turn
their program back in the right
direction with a new, and no
doubt highly-paid, head coach.
But one thing is for certain: it will
not be Al Golden.

Tigers look to defend their crown
Allison Daniel

Sports Editor
It's official, Clemson's
Men's Soccer is the No. 3
seed in the ACC Tournament
and will host the No. 6 seed,
Boston College, at home
on Sunday Nov. 1. This is
the first step for the Tigers
to defend their title as ACC
Champions and it is a long
road for them to return to the
top. Here are some key things
to watch for when the Tigers
take on the Eagles at Historic
Riggs Field.

Clemson's
highpowered offense: The Tigers
have been averaging 2.25

goals per game, beating NC
State 4-1 on the road last
Friday. That was not the first
time the Tigers' offense has
been the star of the game, and
senior TJ Casner has been
the undisputed leader of this
unit. Casner leads the team in
points scored with a total of
seven goals and two assists on
the season. This strong offense
will be difficult for any team
to defend itself against and it
is only getting better as the
season progresses. According
to Head Coach Mike Noonan,
the Tigers look to prove how
much they have "grown
this season."

Keeper Andrew Tarbell:

Clemson's keeper has played
phenomenally this season for
the Tigers. After nearly 1500
minutes in the net, Tarbell
has only allowed 10 goals
this season and has recorded
a total of 53 saves. Besides
the impressive number of
saves, he has also recorded
seven shutouts this season.
Boston College will have a
hard time scoring on this
experienced Tiger.
Fan Support: By locking
up the No. 3 seed, the Tigers
have guaanteed that they will
play at home on Nov. 8, and
that is not something to be
overlooked. Historic Riggs
Field has proven to be a

difficult environment to play
in for the opponents and is a
large part of the reason why
the Tigers are undefeated at
home this season. Noonan
thanks the fans for "playing a
big role in that success." The
average attendance for the 10
matches this year has been
2895 screaming fans that have
provided an "unbelievable
atmosphere" according to
Noonan. That atmosphere
will be even more electric as
fans pour in to watch their
Tigers defend their title.
With
so
much
excitement going into this
season, the Tigers have
met expectations.

i:;
1:5
~
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Clemson's No. 10, TJ Casner, takes Historic Riggs Field.
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Interview by Saavon Smalls andJames Kidd, TimeOut Editors //Photo contributed by Jessica Martin
Welcome to another edition of Behind the Mic! This week, we sat down with local
indie hip hop artist, Gomec, aka Curtis Beck. Read on to find out about his interesting
first performance, his unique favorite song and his favorite scary movie!
TIMEOUT: When

did you first
decide to go into music?

'O

J

r

I started to play
violin in third grade, bur
I dropped our of it after a
few years because I couldn't
really get into it. Later on in
seventh grade, I helped out
my school's jazz band after
they were desperate to find a
bass player, and I fell in love
with the instrument. From
there, I floated in and our of
some garage bands during high
school, and it hit me that I
really liked to perform music
and decided to see where
it goes.

[Laughs] I should
probably expand on that.
Ir was at a small bar in
Charleston, and I mean
REALLY small. I think a fire
marshal came in there and said
they could only hold about 10
or 15 people at a rime. I was
so nervous right as I was about
to perform though that I'm
pretty sure that I blacked our,
being completely sober and
everything. I remember getting
on stage to perform, and the
next thing I knew I was in my
bed. Apparently I did pretty
good though, so I'll rake their
word for it!

TO: That's good to know! Now,
TO:

How did your first major
performance in front of a
crowd go as Gomec?

GO

ru

I'd say that it went
over pretty decently! At least I
think.

TO: You think?

in regards to performances you
can remember, which one was
your favorite?
Ir would probably be
my most recent show char I
did with Pop-Up Charleston
a few weeks ago. I opened for
this band called White Tall
for their CD release parry in

someone's backyard. Ir was
a pretty strange place for a
venue, bur everyone loved it
and I had a great time there.
It also happened to be my
brother's birthday, and since he
also happened to come down
and see me perform, I got the
entire crowd to sing him happy
birthday, which was also pretty
great. [Laughs]

TO:

What have been some of
your inspirations, musically
or otherwise?

.
..

I would have to go
with the band Why? and Milo
have been two huge influences
on me musically. Otherwise,
most of my music comes
from my discontent, as it is
hard for me co come up with
good lyrics.

TO:

How have you managed
to balance your social life and
school work with performances
or practices?

Well, the advantage
of being a solo act is char you
really don't need to practice too
much. Performances are a little
more difficult, as you have to
schedule ahead and hope that
you don't have too much going
on that weekend. Taking 17
hours and working 20 every
week certainly doesn't help, so
I try to dedicate at least one
day a week to just music.

TO: Have there been any major
hurdles that you had to cross?

r

!""
~

Probably my own
incompetence
sometimes!
[Laughs] In all serious though,
I'm a bit of a perfectionist, so
I critique myself pretty hard.
Even then, I find it hard to put
our really great scuff with the
technology that I have. A few
of my recordings were literally
recorded in my bedroom.
Instead of getting a producer
though, I want to find chis
scuff out on my own, so I can
do more on my own.

TO: What's

your favorite song
to perform, whether it be a
cover or an original piece?

that they were rebooting it, but
it turned our to be pretty great.

TO: What can we expect from
GfJMEC:

Oh man, chat's cough,
I love all of chem. [Laughs] My
favorite would have to be an
unreleased ·one called "Curtis,
I Know." Ir's an audience heavy
piece, as there isn't really a
chorus besides the audience
chanting "Curtis, I know." It's
a really fun one chat always gees
people going, and engaging the
audience is always better than
sitting up on stage all the time.

you in the near future?

GOMEC·

Since Halloween is right
around the corner, what is your
favorite scary movie?

I'm really trying
to participate more in the
music scene up here much
more in the coming months,
especially since I've been
pretry isolated up here for the
most part. I'm also working
on a new LP chat should
be our in a few months. I'll
also be making everything
on my Band Camp free for the
week chis interview releases,
so anyone can go on and
download my scuff.

60 EC·

TO:

TO:

Recencly, it would
have to be "Antichrist," as
everyone who has watched
it can confirm chat you will
NEVER erase some of chose
scenes in there. Also, I would
have to add the most recent
"Evil Dead" too. As a fan ofthe
originals, I was a little worried

Finally, if you could say
anything to the Clemson
community, what would it be?

GOMEC

I would like to tell
Clemson to deeply consider
how your actions define you,
and to take full responsibility
for them.
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SEQUELS WORTH SEEING: DISNEY EDITION
~i.-.,,t-.,

L10N-'K ING2
Sl"lBA"S PR I DL

Ashley Stout
Asst. Photo Editor
In my humble opinion,
Disney
sequels
have
sometimes gone rather awry.
"Toy Story 4," "Incredibles
2" and "Finding Dory" are a
few examples of in-progress
sequels I find unnecessary.
Many Disney movies have
bittersweet endings - we're
sad that the journey is over
but happy with where it has
left off. Another movie simply
leaves us dissappointed.
However, there are indeed a
few sequels Disney did rather
well, even after the great

endings of the originals.
Here are my top five Disney
sequels that are actually
completely watchable:

1. "THE LION KING II: SlMBA'S
PRIDE"
Everyone can agree that
"The Lion King" is a classic.
Who doesn't want more of
Simba and his sidekicks?
And just because meerkats
are my fave doesn't mean
that I'm biased. The songs
in this sequel are actually
comparable to the first
movie. There is a big theme
of rivalry between prides in
this film, and when Simba's

daughter falls in love with
a rival cub, it gets pretty
heated. But once these
differences are overcome, we
end with another happy lion
couple. Hakuna Matata!

over having an absent father,
and after finally finding him,
his father must battle his
greedy desires and decide
which he wants more: his
son or wealth. This movie
ends with a happy wedding
ceremony and preaches that
money can't buy love.

2. "ALADDIN AND THE KING OF
THIEVES'

and decides it's time to pass
the torch to an adorable girl
strikes a cord in all of us.
I still remember the day I
gave away all my Barbies; it
changed me. Shout-out to
this sequel for giving us all
the feels.

5.

So I can confidently
say that I know this movie
backwards and forwards,
thanks to my little brother
obsessively watching it for
weeks on end. While many
sequels lack a good plot
and script, this one proves
to be an exception. Aladdin
explores his internal turmoil

3. "LADY AND THE TRAMP II:
SCAMP'S ADVENTURE"

4.

"TOY STORY 3"

"MONSTERS UNIVERSITY"

YEAH
COLLEGE.
I admire that this film
was made to target those
that saw the first one as
a kid.
Disney literally
acknowledged the stage of
life that we're currently in
and turned it into a hilarious,
turnt get-together.

Talk about a tear-jerker.
Hopefully I'm not the only
one who shed some tears in
the theater. Whatever, I'm
not ashamed. We all had
our fair share of favorite toys
growing up, and the moment
when Andy goes to college

Ok, who doesn't love
puppies? Personally, Scamp
stole my heart from the very
beginning of this movie.
The songs are great, and
I think we can all relate
to wanting some freedom

HOROSCOPES: PIZZ,AEdition

Pasatie111.pos
Across
1- Peevish;
7- _ Brooks, filmaker
responsible for "Blazing
Saddles";
l 0- Sports' ground;
14- Spanish rice dish;
15- Barcelona bear;
16- Wings;
17- Wind off a spool;
18- General on Chinese

in our lives. Scamp is
literally the underdog of the
junkyard, and he comes out
on top. This movie shows
the importance of family and
how even when we lose sight
of what's important, the ones
we love will always be there
to bring us back.
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AIIUARIUS
20 - Feb. 19

► Tomatoes are healthy, right?

I

CROSSWORD
10

12

13

~:,•PISCFS

:
►
· Feb. 20 - March 20

•

16

Ditch the pizza for a bloody Mary.
Same basic food group (if you're of
age, of course).

19

ARIES
March 2 I - April 20

►

Stop hogging all the pizza. Sharing
is caring.

►

No, damnit, we can't have Hawaiian
pizza AGAIN!

►

Cheese or pepperoni? ;Por que no
los dos?

menus;

19- Drops from the sky;
20- Capital of Utah;
23- Damp;
26- Yo!;
27-_car;
28- About, in memos;
29- Narrow beam of light;
30- "V1ou' ve got mai"j" co.;
31- Sports arena;
33- Bankroll;
34- Draft org.;
37- Speck;
38- Uturn from SSW;
39- Before;
40- Little, in Lille;
41- Poetically ajar;
42- Scale notes;
43- Accommodation in a
house;
45- Back muscle, briefly;
46- RR stop;
47- Bear in the sky;
48- Ancient Indo European;
51- Foot digit;
52- Villain's look;
53- Made to resist shattering;
56- Make weary;
57- Phooey!;
58- Sibelius's "Valse _";
62- ConcludeASCAP rival;
64- Scag;
65- Pillar;
66- Mineral spring;
67- Threatening words;

, ,~TAURUS
• •}

'Jt,l,J
May 21 -June 21
_J\\
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Down
1- PC core;
2- Managed;
3-_Lingus;
4- Sanctified;
5- Sheep cry;
6- Dixie pronoun;
7- Parti colored;
8- Short literary composition;
9- Watch;
10- Package;
11- Actor Delon;
12- Singer Bonnie;
13- Nairobi's nation;

6

46- Actress Loren;
48- _ in the right
direction;
4 9- Thickskinned
charger;
50- Fenced areas;
51- Chaplin persona;
52- More tender;
54- Subsides;
55- Roman emperor afrer
Galba;
59- Costa de!_;
60- _ the season... ;
61- Wind dir.;

21- English river;
22- Wore away;
23- Botch;
24- Dominant;
25-Angry;
29-Attack;
30- Brother of Moses;
32- Baby;
33- Muddle;
34- Steeple;
35- Meaning;
36- Sucrose;
44- The firing of guns;
45- Uptotheminute;
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July 23 -Aug. 23

ivmao

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 ►
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SCORPIO
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►

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

'... _....

...

SAGITTARIUS

{

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

•

CAPRICORN

►

►

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Virgin palace. Just cheese.

Spend less time 'gramming, more
time cramming.

No, you can't bathe in the
marinara.

30 minutes is 30 minutes.

Follow your own path. Gee the
dessert pizza.

Horoscopes by: P.T. Stone, Copy Editor; James Kidd, Asst.
TimeOut Editor; M. Lee Bundrick, Outlook Layout Editor
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►

Stop getting in a fight with the
delivery guy.
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►

You know you want to make your
own pizza.
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CANCER

J'~'t"" June 22 - July 22
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April 21 - May 20
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